[Molecular genetic markers for prostate cancer. Evidence in fine needle biopsies for improved confirmation of the diagnosis].
Selected transcript markers as well as their combinations were analyzed on minimal prostate tissue specimens with regard to their diagnostic potential. Artificial prostate biopsies from RPE explants were used for evaluation and optimization of the techniques used followed by application to diagnostic prostate needle core biopsies. Minimal prostate specimens were cryopreserved and processed with standardized methods. The RNA amount of a half of each biopsy was sufficient for the analysis of 11 marker genes and one reference gene (TBP) using quantitative PCR assays.The relative transcript amounts obtained were included in several analyses including calculations for each single marker gene like median overexpression rate as well as marker combinations. Two optimized mathematical models based on relative expression levels of EZH2, hepsin, PCA3, prostein, and TRPM8 were evaluated with regard to their diagnostic potential. Compared to single marker analyses these models show higher sensitivity and specificity for prostate cancer detection.Thus biomolecular prostate cancer identification may represent a suitable diagnostic tool to supplement conventional techniques on prostate biopsies. Furthermore, an extension of this approach to PCa prognosis and the transfer to urine samples appear very promising.